Independent development of components according to their speci cations is complicated by the fact that a thread of control can exit and re-enter the same component. This kind of re-entrance may cause problems as the internal representation of a component can beobserved in an inconsistent state. We argue that the ad-hoc reasoning used in establishing conformance of components to their speci cations that intuitively appears to becorrect does not account for the presence of re-entrance. Such reasoning leads to a con ict between assumptions that component d e v elopers make about the behaviour of components in a system, resulting in the component re-entrance problem. We formulate the modular reasoning property that captures the process of independent component d e v elopment and introduce two requirements that must be imposed to avoid the re-entrance problem. Then we de ne a customised theory of components, component systems, and component re nement which models the process of component development f r o m speci cations. Using this theory, w e prove that the formulated requirements are su cient to establish the modular reasoning property.
Introduction
In this paper we study the problem which hinders the development of a component market. One of the characteristic features of component-based systems and standards is the fact that components are developed by independent developers and an integration phase is either completely absent o r minimised. When the integration phase is missing as, e.g., in CI Labs Open- Doc 7] , components are composed by end users when the integration phase is postponed, as in the case of Sun Java Beans 15] and Microsoft COM 14] , components are composed by application developers. With bothcomposition scenarios, components communicate by i n voking each other's methods through the interfaces they implement. Interfaces are syntactic and only syntactic compatibility of components implementing them can be veri ed in the integration phase. It has been recognised 9, 16] that the veri cation of syntactic compatibility is insu cient to guarantee seamless interoperation of components in the resulting system. Interfaces should be augmented with behavioural speci cations of the expected functionality to stipulate the contractual obligations that the components implementing such interfaces are required to meet. Due to the missing integration phase, it becomes impossible to analyse semantic integrity of the composed system. Therefore, a speci cation and veri cation method should provide for modular reasoning: verifying that participating components meet their contractual obligations should be su cient to guarantee that the composed system operates correctly.
The independent development of components according to their specications is complicated by the fact that, in general, a thread of control can exit and re-enter the same component. Suppose that we have two communicating components A and B, each with its own attributes. A method of component A invokes a method of component B. At the moment when the method of B is invoked, instance variables of A might bein transition between consistent states. The component B can observe and modify the state of A by calling back its methods. Such a re-entering method invocation pattern is problematic because B can observe A in an unexpected inconsistent state and becomeinvalidated. Further on we refer to this problem as the component re-entrance problem. In order to show the implications of the component re-entrance problem on the independent d e v elopment of components, we analyse the example in Fig. 1 .
Let us rst remark on the speci cation notation that we use in our examples. It was pointed out 12, 3, 9, 4, 5] that a speci cation can be viewed as an abstract program. In fact, speci cations di er from executable programs only by the degree of nondeterminism and data structures that are used. Typically, an executable program is just a deterministic speci cation operating on implementable data structures. Such an approach to formal speci cation is advantageous, because it permits to include method calls in a component speci cation to x a certain communication protocol. This approach is state-based, and in order to specify the behaviour of component methods we need to model data attributes of this component. Even though component attributes are present in its speci cation, they cannot be accessed by clients of this component and, therefore, can be changed in a development step. When such a change is made, component methods must be modi ed to work with the new attributes.
As the problem that we consider does not depend on a programming language, in the example in Fig. 1 we use a simple speci cation notation which should appeal to the reader's intuition. Weakest precondition and operational semantics for statements in this notation can befound in 3]. Note that each statement explicitly indicates which v ariables it modi es the other variables remain unchanged.
The example follows the Observer pattern 8], which allows separating the presentational aspects of the user interface from the underlying application data, by de ning two components Model and View. The components Model and View refer to each other. Note that we deliberately abstract away from the mechanism by w h i c h s u c h m utual reference can be achieved, because we w ant t o k eep our component model as general as possible. Components can bestatic entities, such as modules, or dynamic entities, such as objects. In the case of static entities mutual reference can be established by m utual inclusion of syntactic interfaces, whereas with dynamic entities it can be achieved, for example, by passing pointers to components as method parameters.
The speci cation Model maintains a string s, represented by a sequence of characters and initialised with an empty sequence. Every time a new string is appended to the string in Model Here we face the component re-entrance problem. Even though individual components appear to implement the speci cation correctly, their composition is apparently incorrect with respect to the same speci cation: the number of elements in the string s that update prints out is wrong.
In a component market, where developments have to be independent, this constitutes a major obstacle. However, if we view Model and View as implementations and Model 0 and View 0 as more e cient implementations, we see that this problem occurs not only during development, but also during maintenance of component systems. The formalism in which w e study the problem encompasses both situations in a uniform way.
A recommendation known from practice suggests always to establish a component i n variant before the thread of control leaves the component. In fact, this is the recommendation for implementing the Observer pattern as it can be found in 8]. In the example above, the developers of Model 0 should have established the component invariant n = #s before invoking the method update.
In this paper we p r e s e n t a formal analysis of the problem that supports this requirement, but reveals that it is not su cient in the general case. Two further restrictions should beimposed according to the \no call-back assumptions" and the \no accidental mutual recursion" requirements.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. We begin with a detailed analysis of the component re-entrance problem and explain why w e view it as the con ict of assumptions that developers of components make about the behaviour of other components in the system. We formulate the modular reasoning property that captures the process of independent component development. Using simple examples, we then justify the introduction of two requirements that must beimposed to avoid the re-entrance problem. Next we develop a customised theory of components, component composition, and re nement and prove a modular reasoning theorem which states that the modular reasoning property reinforced with our requirements holds in the presence of re-entrance. Finally, w e o er a discussion of implications of the modular reasoning theorem, discuss related work, and provide some insights on our future work.
The Essence of The Component Re-entrance Problem
A component operates by communicating with an environment. Unlike in the case of procedure libraries, the environment calls back the component's methods. The component and its environment play symmetrical roles: the component is a client of the environment, while the environment is a client of the component. Therefore, we can view the entire system as consisting of only two components, the component under consideration and the component \ e n vironment". Let us now de ne the notion of behavioural conformance more precisely.
We say that a system (or a component) S is re ned by a system (or a component) S 0 if the externally observable behaviour of S 0 is the externally observable behaviour of S or an improvement o f i t . In other words, if S 0 is a re nement o f S then it is substitutable for S in any c o n text. 1 Note that S and S 0 can be,respectively, a speci cation and a more concrete speci cation, a speci cation and an implementation, an implementation and a more e cient implementation. Now suppose that we h a ve a speci cation of a system composed of two components A and B invoking each other's methods. Ultimately, independent d e v elopers of re ning components A 0 and B 0 would like t o a c hieve that the system resulting from the composition of these components be a re ne- 
where comp composes two components into a component system. A compositionof two components has all the methods of bothcomponents with all mutual method calls resolved. Due to the late integration phase, which is characteristic of component systems, developers of a component cannot analyse the source code of the new environment this component will be used in, and can rely only on original speci cation of the system. This setting is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The behaviour of a component i n voking methods of another component depends on the behaviour of these methods. Therefore, when reasoning about the conformance of the component A 0 to the component A, the developers need to make assumptions about the behaviour of the component B. A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B (2) and dually for the components B 0 and B: A comp B is re ned by A comp B 0 (3) Unfortunately, in the general case, these two requirements (2) and (3) are insu cient to establish goal (1) , as demonstrated by the previous example. In other words, the desired property if A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B and A comp B is re ned by A comp B 0 then A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B 0 (4) does not hold. We believe that this fact constitutes the essence of the component re-entrance problem. The problem occurs due to the con ict of assumptions the developers of components make about the behaviour of other components in the system. In the previous example the developers of the component View 0 assumed that at the moment when the method update is called the invariant o f the implementation of Model would hold. Similarly, the developers of Model 0 assumed that they do not need to establish the invariant before invoking update, because its speci cation does not rely on it. These con icting assumptions led to the problem during composition.
This consideration brings us to the questions, how we can guide the process of component development, so that the system composed of the re ning components would always be safely substitutable for the original one, and how while developing a component one can make assumptions about the behaviour of the other components in the system, in a consistent manner.
Modular Reasoning Required
Apparently it would be desirable if for establishing re nement b e t ween composed systems it would be su cient t o v erify re nement b e t ween the corresponding components. In other words, we w ould like the following property to hold:
if A is re ned by A 0 and B is re ned by B 0 then A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B 0 However, establishing re nement b e t ween the participating components is complicated due to their mutual dependence. In principle, we can say that a c o m p o n e n t is re ned by another component if the systems resulting from the composition of these components with an arbitrarily chosen component are in re nement:
A is re ned by A 0 b = A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B for any B In fact, it is possible to prove that this de nition of re nement indeed establishes property ( 4 ) for the case of mutually dependent components. Unfortunately, this de nition of re nement is too restrictive to be used in practice. According to this de nition, one can only re ne bodies of methods around method invocations, without being able to assume anything about the called methods.
For the de nition of component re nement to be useful in practice it should permit to make assumptions about the context in which the component under consideration operates. As the context (environment) of a component can be seen as the other component, we w ould like the following modular reasoning property to hold: if A is re ned by A 0 in context of B and B is re ned by B 0 in context of A then A comp B is re ned by A 0 comp B 0
In the case when the complete context is assumed in a re nement step, the modular reasoning property is equivalent to property (4) . However, as was demonstrated by the previous example, the conclusion of the modular reasoning property does not hold in this case. In order to establish re nement between the composed systems, it is necessary to restrict the assumptions that component developers can make about the context in which the component is going to operate in. To identify the restrictions that should be imposed on the assumptions about the component context, let us consider two c o u n ter examples invalidating property (4).
In the following example we use an assertion statement fpg, where p is a state predicate. If p is true in the current state, the assertion skips, otherwise it aborts. Therefore, the assertion statement can beseen as an abbreviation for the corresponding conditional. This example motivates us to formulate the following \no call-back assumptions" requirement:
While developing an implementation of a method, implementations of other methods of the same component cannot be assumed their speci cations should be c onsidered instead.
As the behaviour of the environment serving as a context depends on the behaviour of the component under consideration, assuming that the environment is going to call back on the re ned component would implicitly modify the speci cation. However, there exists another aspect of the component re-entrance problem which cannot behandled by simply restricting the context for re nement. The following rather trivial example illustrates this aspect of the problem. of the re ned components leads to a never terminating recursion of method invocations. Obviously, such a behaviour does re ne the behaviour of the original system. Based on this example, we formulate the following \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement:
Independent development of components should not introduce unexpected mutual recursion. We claim that if the \no call-back assumptions" and \no accidental mutual recursion" requirements are satis ed, then the modular reasoning property holds. For proving this claim formally we d e v elop a customised theory of components, component systems, and their re nement. 
Forward functional composition is denoted by and de ned in the usual way:
(f g): xb = f : (g:x) Repeated function application f n is de ned inductively by f 0 : x = x f n+1 : x= f n : (f : x )
Components and Composition
As we have mentioned, any component s y s t e m c a n be seen as consisting of two components A and B. Suppose that A has m and B has n methods.
The components communicate by i n voking each other's methods and passing parameters. For simplicity, w e model method parameters by global variables that methods of both components can access in turns. For every formal parameter of a method we introduce a separate global variable which is used for passing values in and out of components. It is easy to see that parameter passing by value and by reference can bemodelled in this way. Note that during composition, the type variables and , representing unknown state spaces of the components B and A, g e t instantiated with and ; respectively, so that the composed system has methods operating on the state space ;. 
Re ning Components and Component Systems

Modular Reasoning Theorem
Our objective is to prove that the modular reasoning property holds for mutually dependent components if the \no call-back assumptions" and \no accidental mutual recursion" requirements are satis ed. First we formulate and prove the modular reasoning theorem which captures the mathematical meaning of the modular reasoning property reinforced with the requirements. Then we explain how the requirements are re ected in the assumptions of the theorem. As the \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement is non-modular, in the sense that it requires checking for the absence of mutual recursion in the system composed from re ning components, we then discuss techniques which permit to satisfy this requirement in a modular fashion. 
Formulating and Proving the
Interpretation and Implications of the Theorem
Let us consider how the requirement \no call-back assumptions" is re ected in the formulation of the theorem. In fact, this requirement is not captured by a separate assumption in the theorem, rather the de nition of component re nement in context accommodates for it. As stipulated by this requirement, when re ning the component A to A 0 we should not assume that the component B calls back methods of A 0 , because in doing so we would implicitly modify the speci cation of the component system. The speci cation of method bodies of A is mathematically de ned by (A B), whereas the speci cation of method bodies of B is de ned by (B A). Accordingly, re nement b e t ween the speci cation of method bodies of A and the implementation of methods of A 0 in context of the speci cation of method bodies of B is expressed as follows:
Here the concrete coercions are necessary for adjusting the state spaces of the participating components. The same requirement for the re nement between B and B 0 in context of A is treated similarly.
Unlike in the case of \no call-back assumptions", the \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement is captured in the assumptions (c) and ( The \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement is non-modular in the sense that it requires checking for the absence of mutual recursion in the system composed from re ned components. We e n vision several approaches to satisfying this requirement i n a modular manner. For example, component methods in the original speci cation can be marked as atomic if they do not call other methods. While re ning a component, atomic methods must remain atomic and non-atomic ones can introduce new calls only to atomic methods. Although beingapparently restrictive, this approach guarantees the absence of accidental mutual recursion in the re ned composed system. With another approach we can assign to every method an index which i ndicates the maximal depth of method calls that this method is allowed to make. This approach apparently only works if the original speci cation does not have m utually recursive method calls. For example, a method m which does not invoke any other method will have index 0, whereas a method n invoking m will have index 1. If a method invokes several methods with different indices, it is assigned the maximal of these indices plus one. With the original speci cation annotated in this manner we can require that, while re ning a method, calls to methods with indices higher than the indices of the methods that were called before cannot be introduced. However, the detailed analysis of the di erent methods for establishing the \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement in a modular manner is outside the scope of this paper.
6 Discussion, Conclusions, and Related Work
We study a problem which hinders independent d e v elopment of components in the presence of re-entrance. A formal analysis of this problem allowed us to recognise the essence of the problem in the con ict of assumptions that developers of components make about the behaviour of other components in the system.
Problems related to compositionality of systems have beenand remain a subject of intensive studies in the formal methods community, e.g. 6].
In particular, compositionality of concurrently executing processes communicating through global variables have been the focus of formal analysis by Abadi and Lamport in 1]. The setting that they consider, although somewhat similar to ours, is more complicated. The results that Abadi and Lamport present are of very general applicability. As they study behaviour of concurrent processes in terms of the traces they leave on the externally observable variables, interpreting their results for the case of non-concurrent components communicating through method invocations is non-trivial.
Problems with re-entrance are also often discussed in the context of concurrent programming. In a multithreaded environment s e v eral instances of the same procedure modifying global variables can beexecuted simultaneously. One thread of control can enter the procedure and, before the end of the procedure is reached, a second thread of control can re-enter the same procedure. Apparently, such a situation is problematic because the second instance of the procedure might observe the global variables in an inconsistent state, or it can modify these global variables and then the rst instance will observe them in an inconsistent state.
The problem that we consider is su ciently di erent from the re-entrance problem as known in concurrent programming to deserve a separate name, the \component re-entrance problem". There are two scenarios in which this problem can occur rstly, when components are independently developed from speci cations and, secondly, during independent maintenance of components.
One of the recommendations in concurrent programming is to circumvent the re-entrance problem by avoiding the re-entrance setting, which can beachieved using various locking mechanisms. In object-oriented and component-based programming the re-entrance setting can be avoided by following what is known as the \push" communication style. Adhering to this communication style requires passing to a client component all the data it might possibly need as method parameters. Apparently, such an approach to component communication is rather ine cient, and it is often preferable to pass to the client component just a reference to itself and permit it to obtain all the data it might need. However, the latter approach, which is often referred to as the \pop" approach, matches the re-entrance setting.
Several researchers have pointed out that components should specify relevant information about their environments, such as required interfaces 13]. It was also recognised that accidental reuse does not lead to the development of robust maintainable systems 8]. To be really useful, reuse must be pre-planned by system developers. Agreeing with these ideas, we advocate a speci cation method where component e n vironments are described by a bstract speci cations of their behaviour. We believe that the speci cation of the environment should be split into components specifying certain interfaces to indicate the communication protocol between the components. As the speci cations of the environment components can begiven in terms of abstract mathematical data structures and non-deterministic speci cation statements, this would permit a multitude of di erent implementations.
Similar problems occurring during maintenance of mutually dependent components have been mentioned by several researchers, e.g. Bertrand Meyer in 10] and Clemens Szyperski in 16]. Meyer considers the setting with two mutually dependent classes whose invariants include each other's attributes. His method for veri cation of conformance between two implementations of one class requires that the new implementation respect the invariant of the original implementation. He notices that this requirement alone is not su cient for establishing correctness of the composed system and refers to this problem as \indirect invariant e ect". He then makes the conjecture that mirroring such i n terclass invariants in the participating classes would be su cient t o a void the problem. Although we disagree with the practice of stating interclass invariants, it appears that the problem considered by M e y er is just a special case of the component re-entrance problem as formulated in this paper. As our examples demonstrate, preserving invariants, taken alone, does not eliminate the problem.
Szyperski describes a similar problem but sees it rather as an instance of the re-entrance problem as occurring in concurrent systems. He reiterates the common recommendation for avoiding the problem, which suggests to establish a component invariant before invoking any external method. Interestingly enough, the recommendation to re-establish the invariant before all external method calls does not follow from the speci cation and is rather motivated by empirical expertise. As demonstrated by our examples, this recommendation, although being necessary, is insu cient.
In fact, our \no call back assumptions" requirement subsumes this recommendation. Let us reconsider our rst example. According to the Modular Reasoning Theorem, to demonstrate that Model 0 is a valid implementation of Model them from the attributes of Model. According to the de nition of re nement in context, the proof obligation for the method append after expansion and simpli cation is (s := s b t print(#s))#R v s := s b t ( print(#s))#R n := n + # t The right hand side can be expanded to s := sbt fRg print(#s) R ;1 ] n := n+ # t. The abstraction statement preceding the invocationofprint aborts, because it tries to nd an abstract value of a sequence s satisfying the invariant # s = n which o b viously does not hold at this point. Certainly, a n aborting method is not a re nement of a non-aborting one and, therefore, Model 0 fails to correctly implement Model in the context of View, breaching our requirement.
The requirement to re-establish a component i n variant before all external calls is rather restrictive, because re-establishing the invariant might require a sequence of method calls to this and other components. Besides, it is not always necessary to establish the entire component i n variant before external calls, because clients of the component can depend on some parts of the component i n variant while being indi erent to the other parts. Szyperski in 16] proposes to \weaken invariants conditionally and make the conditions available to clients through test functions". In a w ay, he proposes to make assumptions that component d e v elopers make about other components more explicit. This idea can be elaborated through augmenting the speci cation of components with require/ensure statements stipulating assumptions and guarantees that the components make. To avoid a con ict of assumptions, the component speci cation can make explicit the information the component relies on and provides to other components. For instance, every method can begin with a require condition and end with an ensure condition. Also every method invocation can be surrounded by an ensure/require couple. Then, while implementing a method, the developer can assume the information as stipulated in the require condition and ought to establish the ensure condition. Such an explicit statement of mutual assumptions and guarantees between components would reduce the need to unfold method invocations when verifying re nement i n c o n text. Note that the theoretical underpinning of such a n a p p r o a c h to speci cation of component systems is an interpretation of the results presented in this paper, as the re nement calculus includes constructs for expressing the require/ensure statements.
A speci cation and veri cation method for component systems based on such an approach should additionally provide for satisfying the \no accidental mutual recursion" requirement in a modular manner. The detailed elaboration of such a method represents the subject of current research.
As was already mentioned, we h a ve made a number of simpli cations in the component m o d e l . In particular, we h a ve assumed that components do not have self-calls and component implementations do not introduce new methods. Relaxing these con nements on the component model is the subject of future work.
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